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We investigate the intraday market liquidity of the Japanese government
bond (JGB) futures. First, we overview the movement of various market
liquidity indicators during the past decade, classifying them into four categories: tightness, depth, resiliency, and volume. Second, using the data
under the current trade time, we extract their intraday pattern and the
autocorrelation. Third, we find that the announcement of economic indicator has a negative eﬀect on these liquidity indicators while the monetary policy announcement and the surprise of economic indicator have a
positive eﬀect on volume indicators. Fourth, we show that the shock persistence in liquidity indicators rises around April 2013, and the increased
persistence remains in some liquidity indicators even several months after
April 2013.
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I. Introduction
Market liquidity is one of the key issues in the monitoring of the government bond
market by central banks. Miyanoya, Inoue, and Higo (1999) comprehensively analyze the market microstructure and liquidity of Japanese government bonds (hereafter
abbreviated JGB). Tanemura et al. (2004) analyze the market liquidity of JGB using
its intraday bid-ask spread. With more recent data, Nishizaki, Tsuchikawa, and Yagi
(2013) have studied the JGB market liquidity up to September 2013, and Kurosaki
et al. (2015) have analyzed in detail JGB market liquidity until February 2015. The
data of these analyses include the period of the introduction of the new monetary policy of quantitative and qualitative monetary easing, which involves large-scaled JGB
purchases by the Bank of Japan and can therefore be a factor aﬀecting JGB liquidity.
Regarding the U.S. Treasury bond market, Fleming (2003) provides a comprehensive liquidity analysis using both the daily and intraday data. More recently, the U.S.
Department of the Treasury et al. (2015) published a staﬀ report discussing the Treasury market on October 15, 2014, on which day a sudden price spike of as much as
six times the standard deviation occurred within fifteen minutes, possibly related to
the intraday market liquidity depletion. Although it quickly rolled back to the original
price level, this unprecedented movement prompted market participants including the
authorities to look at the intraday liquidity behind it. From the global perspective, BIS
(2016) shows that jumps become more frequent in tightness and depth indicators in
the sovereign bond markets worldwide, which may be associated with high-frequency
trades or the regulation on arbitrage trades. These global observations suggest the importance of intraday monitoring of liquidity.
The studies mentioned above quantify the market liquidity by what is referred to
as liquidity indicators. These indicators are often classified into four categories (Kyle,
1985; Fleming, 2003; Nishizaki, Tsuchikawa, and Yagi, 2013): (1) “tightness” (the
spread between the selling quote price and the buying quote price), (2) “depth” (the
amount of quotes), (3) “resiliency” or the market impact (the response of the market by
unit transaction), and (4) “volume” (the turnover and the trade size of each transaction).
Many of these indicators have been proposed and examined with the empirical data,
especially for stock, foreign exchange (FX), and corporate bond markets. Amihud
(2002) proposes the stock market illiquidity indicator referred to as Amihud ILLIQ by
averaging the ratio of absolute return and trade volume, frequently cited as one of the
major resiliency indicators. Pástor and Stambaugh (2003) define a measure of market
impact by regression, applying it to stock markets. Liu (2006) notices that a no- or
few-trading time-period can be used as an illiquidity indicator. Goyenko, Holden, and
Trzcinka (2009) provide a comprehensive study of liquidity measures widely used,
among which three are new proxies for eﬀective or realized spreads and nine are those
for price impact on stock markets. Karnaukh, Ranaldo, and Söderlind (2015) note the
importance of eﬀective cost in order to measure illiquidity of foreign exchange markets,
showing that the eﬀective cost defined intraday is strongly correlated with that defined
daily. Most liquidity indicators can be extended into an intraday basis. Volatility can
be extended into an intraday indicator by, for example, using the absolute return. The
Amihud ILLIQ can be defined as the absolute return over the intraday volume.
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In the context of the intraday volume and the absolute return, the preceding studies
point to the importance of the intraday pattern and autocorrelation structure. In the
line of the studies of volatility, it has been pointed out since the early 1990s, for example by Andersen and Bollerslev (1998), that the intraday pattern obscures the eﬀect of
economic indicator announcements. Harvey and Huang (1991) discovered the intraday
U-shaped pattern of the volatility in hourly FX returns, in addition to the importance
of macroeconomic announcements as the volatility source. Such intraday patterns are
also noted in other studies such as that by Engle, Ito, and Lin (1990), although they
are described diﬀerently. Andersen and Bollerslev (1997) show that in the FX and
stock markets, the intraday periodicity has such a persuasive eﬀect that the dynamics
of volatility cannot be uncovered without incorporating the interference by the eﬀect.
Utilizing five-minutely spanned USD/DEM currency returns, Andersen and Bollerslev
(1998) find that the intraday pattern obscures the macroeconomic announcement or
the ARCH eﬀects by controlling the intraday pattern, they find the ARCH eﬀect and
also the macroeconomic announcement eﬀect. D’Souza and Gaa (2004) show a nonparametric intraday analysis which circumvents the intraday pattern by comparing the
intraday liquidity indicator around the event time on the event days with that at the
same time on the non-event days.
Once quantified, intraday liquidity indicators can be applied to measure the market
impact or “shock” on liquidity invoked by macroeconomic indicators and monetary
policy announcements, in the same way that price and volatility can. Regarding the
eﬀect of monetary policy on asset prices, Wright (2012) analyzes the intraday eﬀect
of the Federal Reserve policy changes on the U.S. Treasury futures and other assets,
in addition to the daily analysis based on the structural vector autoregressive model.
Rogers, Scotti, and Wright (2014) examine the eﬀects of unconventional monetary
policies by four major central banks on bond yields, stock prices and exchange rates
using the daily and intraday price data. Regarding the response of market liquidity
indicators to the macroeconomic announcements, Fleming and Remolona (1999) investigate the behavior of the volatility, trade volume, and spread of the U.S. treasury
after the release of major economic announcements. Rühl and Stein (2015) focus on
the impact of economic indicators and ECB announcements on the market liquidity of
the European blue-chip stocks measured in the bid-ask spread.
We investigate the movement of intraday market liquidity of JGB futures. First,
we give the overview of the JGB futures market liquidity. We introduce the liquidity
indicators of the other markets into JGB futures and extend them into intraday ones,
classifying them into the four categories: tightness, depth, resiliency and volume. Second, we reveal the intraday characteristics of the JGB futures market, not only extracting its intraday pattern and intraday correlation but also finding what brings liquidity
shock by event analysis under intraday pattern and autocorrelation control. Our results
show a temporary liquidity decline due to major events in addition to the importance of
autocorrelation. Third, we consider how persistent the liquidity shocks in recent years
are, and if structural changes occurred in the recent JGB futures market. We show that
the elevated persistence following recent monetary policy changes is only temporal,
but also that the persistence has increased gradually in recent years.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II gives an overview
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of the JGB futures market, the daily movements of several liquidity indicators in this
decade, and the intraday movements for the past four years. Section III analyzes the
intraday movement of the liquidity indicators. The analyses include the eﬀects of economic indicators and monetary policy announcements. They also include the structural
change of the shock persistence in intraday liquidity indicators. Section IV concludes
the paper.

II. Overview of the JGB Futures Liquidity Indicators
A. Overview of the JGB Futures Market
Here we briefly explain the futures market of JGB. The most active JGB futures contract is that listed on the Osaka Exchange market.1 , 2 Corresponding to the various maturities of cash bonds, contracts of three diﬀerent maturities are listed: mid-term, longterm, and super long-term. Among these three, the long-term is traded most actively,
and the maturity of its cheapest-to-delivery is approximately seven years. Contract
months are quarterly and are at the end of March, June, September, and December.
The most active contract is usually the nearest contract month, and shifts from the
nearest month to the second-nearest month on the day a few days before trade for the
nearest month ends. Hereafter we denote the most active long-term JGB futures contract simply as “JGB futures.” The trade unit amounts to 100 million Japanese yen in
face value. The standard coupon rate of JGB futures is 6%; that is, JGB futures are
priced as an imaginary cash bond whose coupon rate is 6%. The par value is assumed
as 100 yen, and the unit price (pip) is one sen (0.01 yen).
One unique feature of the market is that it has a lunch break; the regular (intraday)
time for trading has two sessions, the morning session from 8:45 to 11:00 and the
afternoon session from 12:30 to 15:00.3 Additionally, the evening session is open from
15:30 to 23:30.4 The system of circuit breakers was also introduced in January 2008,
and the system has been triggered 12 times since then. Four of these occurred in 2008
due to the global financial turmoil, and the other eight were in April and May 2013
reflecting the volatile movement of the JGB cash market. The duration of trading
suspension was 15 minutes in 2008 and 10 minutes in 2013.5 Figure 1 plots the price
of the JGB futures, the yield of ten-year cash JGB, and the Nikkei 225 Average Stock
Price in the last decade. It is observed that the cash bond yield has gradually declined
from around 2% to approximately 0% during this decade. Consequently, the price of
JGB futures has been far beyond par.
................................
1. Prior to March 24, 2014, the JGB futures contract was listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange (TSE). The
TSE and the Osaka Exchange, formally named the Osaka Stock Exchange (OSE), were merged and became
subsidiaries of the Japan Exchange Group (JPX) in 2013.
2. JGB futures contracts are also listed on the Singapore Exchange. In addition, until 2014, they were also listed
on the NYSE Liﬀe. Contracts on the NYSE Liﬀe were automatically transferred to the TSE and vice versa,
complementing overseas trading before the TSE and the Osaka Exchange started covering overseas time.
3. Prior to November 21, 2011, the morning session was from 9:00 to 11:00.
4. Prior to November 21, 2011, the trading time was until 18:00. The trades in the evening session are classified
as trades of the next business day.
5. The conditions and duration for suspension have been modified several times; for details see the website of
the Japan Exchange Group webpage (http://www.jpx.co.jp/english/).
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Figure 1 Price of the JGB Futures, 10-year JGB Yield, and the Nikkei 225 from 2005
to 2015

Note: The data for Nikkei 225 and the JGB cash 10 year are downloaded from the Nihon Keizai Shimbun
(Nikkei) and the Ministry of Finance of Japan, respectively.

B. Data
We use a database named Nikkei NEEDS, which is collected and provided by the
Nihon Keizai Shimbunsha (Nikkei). The database contains the price and volume of
trades, bids and asks tick-by-tick. We use the data from January 4, 2005 to May 29,
2015 for daily charts. For intraday analysis, we use the data from November 21, 2011
to May 29, 2015; that is, the current trading time has been eﬀective. In addition, we
exclude the data during the system trouble of the trading platform (from 9:22 to 10:55
on August 7, 2012).
C. Definitions of Liquidity Indicators and Daily Charts
In this section we define the liquidity indicators, describe their daily charts during the
recent decade, and discuss their features. Following the preceding studies, we classify
these indicators into (1) tightness, (2) depth, (3) resiliency, and (4) volume; we also
consider (5) the absolute return. Table 1 describes each indicator considered in this
paper.
The indicators classified into “tightness” in this paper, plotted in Figure 2, include
the bid-ask spread and the eﬀective cost. The bid-ask spread is defined as the diﬀerence
between the highest quoted bid price by buyers (best-bid price) and the lowest quoted
oﬀer price by sellers (best-ask price). The daily average of the five-minutely-obtained
bid-ask spreads is shown as “Bid-ask spread” in Figure 2, seemingly reacting to the
market turmoil around 2008. As can be seen, however, with the exception of the time
around 2008 the range of the bid-ask spread is so tight that it is diﬃcult to detect
changes. To avoid this, Kurosaki et al. (2015) also show the daily decile; that is,
the average of the widest 10 percent of the minutely-obtained bid-ask spreads. This
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Table 1 List of Liquidity Indicators Considered

indicator is more sensitive to market conditions than the bid-ask spread itself, but is
not available in real time.
As a tightness indicator, Karnaukh, Ranaldo, and Söderlind (2015) investigate the
eﬀective cost as the illiquidity measure of foreign exchange markets, and show that the
eﬀective cost obtained with high-frequency data well approximates the other indicators
obtained by low-frequency data. To define the eﬀective cost, let us suppose that a trade
occurs at time t. Let PTt denote the trade price at time t and PtM denote the mid-price
defined as the mean of the best-bid and the best-ask prices at the latest time before
t. If the trade is initiated by a buyer compromising the best price, then the buyer is
considered to pay the cost (PTt −PtM ); this is a buyer-initiated case, and the eﬀective cost
at time t is then defined as (PTt − PtM )/PtM . Likewise, if the trade is seller-initiated, the
eﬀective cost is defined as (PtM −PTt )/PtM . The daily averaged value of the eﬀective cost
is also displayed in Figure 2.6 The eﬀective cost is more sensitive to market conditions
than the bid-ask spreads, and is available in real time.
The indicators classified into “depth” in this paper, plotted in Figure 3, include
the ask volume, bid volume, and low quote seconds. The ask volume in this paper is
................................
6. The daily averaged value is the simple average of the eﬀective cost, not the volume-weighted average.
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Figure 2 Tightness Indicators from 2005 to 2015

Note: All series are five-minutely obtained; for this chart they are averaged for each day, then converted
into a 10-day backward moving average.

defined as the quoted volume of the best ask (measured in trade unit), as is the bid
volume. We plot the daily average of the ask and bid volumes in Figure 3. The ask
and bid volumes show similar movements: they hit their lowest levels around 2008
and 2011, but have had a tendency to increase over the past few years. The low quote
seconds is defined as the number of seconds in five minutes during which the ask
volume is equal to or lower than 10 trade units. Figure 3 also plots the daily average
(inverted logarithm) of the low quote seconds along with the ask and bid volumes.
These series have peaks in similar points.
The indicators classified into “resiliency” in this paper include what we refer to as
the Amihud ILLIQ measure and the liquidity index.7 We consider the absolute midprice return over the trade volume during a five minute period in order to incorporate a
real-time indicator.8 The daily average of these values can be regarded as the Amihud
ILLIQ measure (Amihud, 2002) for the case that each five minute is considered as
................................
7. One of the important resiliency indicators not covered in this paper is the price impact, usually defined as the
price change followed by a trade of unit size. For example, Kurosaki et al. (2015) model that as the latent
variable obeying random walk.
8. The mid-price is defined as the average of the best-bid and best-ask prices. We show the case of the mid-price
in order to reduce the market microstructure noise. We also tried using the trade price, in which the intraday
standard deviation becomes so large that the intraday pattern also becomes diﬀerent from the mid-price case.
For example, the R2 values in Tables 3 and 6 become less than 1% for the Amihud ILLIQ based on the
trade price, suggesting that the microstructure noises are dominant in this case. The similar behavior is also
observed in the case of the absolute return. In addition, while the movement of the daily averaged Amihud
ILLIQ using the mid-price is similar to that of other “resiliency” indicators, the daily ratio of the price range
over the trade volume and liquidity index, as mentioned below, the recent movement of the daily averaged
Amihud ILLIQ using the trade price is somewhat diﬀerent from that of the other “resiliency” indicators.
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Figure 3 Depth Indicators from 2005 to 2015

Note: All series are five-minutely obtained; for this chart they are averaged for each day, then converted
into a 10-day backward moving average.

a single business day and the number of assets is one. Accordingly, we refer this
indicator as the Amihud ILLIQ indicator. The liquidity index is defined as the quoted
depth (bid-ask spread) divided by the quoted volume (the sum of ask and bid volumes),
which is introduced by Bollen and Whaley (1998). The daily averages of the Amihud
ILLIQ and the liquidity index are plotted in Figure 4, along with the daily ratio of the
price range over the trade volume. They resemble each other.
The indicators classified into volume include the trade volume (measured in trade
units), the number of trades, and the volume per trade (measured in trade units per
trade), plotted in Figure 5. These indicators decreased after the financial crisis in 2008,
and then recovered, but not to the level before 2007 for the trade volume or the number of trades. As for the volume per trade, it has recovered to the level before 2007,
but shows sharp drops at certain points, such as the earthquake in March 2011 and the
introduction of a new monetary policy in April 2013. It should be noted that the indicators belonging to “volume” have two diﬀerent aspects. Generally, the larger values
of the volume indicators are considered to show more liquidity, because that shows
there is plenty of room to settle the trades. The arrows in Figure 5 show this general
direction. It is possible, however, that the large volume of trades in the past can deplete liquidity by diminishing the availability of more trades in future. Fleming (2003)
points out the limited capability of these indicators in measuring liquidity.
Additionally, we also consider the absolute return as a proxy for the return volatility
(standard deviation) although it is not a liquidity measure. Its square sum across a day
is referred to as the realized volatility (variance) for the day. Figure 6 plots the realized
volatility, showing that it hit its peaks around 2008, the beginning of 2011, and the
middle of 2013. It has a long history of study in the connection with the trade volume
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Figure 4 Resiliency Indicators from 2005 to 2015

Note: The Amihud ILLIQ is five-minutely obtained; for this chart it is averaged for each day, and converted into a 10-day backward moving average. The Amihud ILLIQ is measured in basis point per
JPY billion while the liquidity index is measured in sen per trade. The price range over volume is
obtained daily; for this chart it is converted into a 10-day backward moving average.

Figure 5 Volume Indicators from 2005 to 2015

Note: All series are the daily sum; for this chart they are converted into a 10-day backward moving
average.
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Figure 6 Realized Volatility from 2005 to 2015

Note: For this chart, the realized volatility for each day is calculated as the square sum of the fiveminutely returns and the squares of intersession returns. In addition, the realized volatility is
converted into the 10-day backward moving average in this chart.

(for example, Andersen 1996; Admati and Pfleiderer 1998). In addition, the relation
between volatility, trade volume and news announcements is predicted by the preceding
studies (for example, Kim and Verrecchia 1994; Tetlock 2010).
Table 2 provides the descriptive statistics of the 11 liquidity indicators above; hereafter we focus on these 11 indicators.9 Table 2 also shows the p-values of the Ljung–
Box test (single lag) and the augmented Dickey–Fuller test applied to these indicators;
accordingly they ought to have autocorrelation but no unit root.
D. Intraday Movement of Liquidity Indicators
Figure 7 draws the daily patterns of the liquidity indicators by averaging the values at
each time point for days from November 21, 2011 to May 29, 2015, adjusted so that
the upward direction represents more liquidity. Intraday patterns are easily observed in
Figure 7. In the volume indicators (Nos. 8 to 10) and the absolute return (No. 11), we
can see a W-shaped pattern for each day: for each session separated by a lunch break,
we can see a U-shaped pattern, which was pointed out by Harvey and Huang (1991).
The intraday patterns of the other indicators suggest lower liquidity in the opening
of each session compared to closing. For the purpose of the intraday analysis, these
................................
9. We assign the adjacent values for the Amihud ILLIQ or the liquidity indicator when the trade volume or the
quoted volume is zero. As for the market suspension due to circuit breaker, we assign zero as the ask volume,
the bid volume, the trade volume, the number of trades, and the absolute return, and we assign the adjacent
values as the bid-ask spread, the eﬀective cost, the low quote seconds, the Amihud ILLIQ, the liquidity index,
and the volume per trade.
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Table 2 Descriptive Statistics of Liquidity Indicators

Note: The data are those five-minutely obtained from November 21, 2011 to May 29, 2015. There are
47,501 data points. The data of the evening session, the data at the session opening (8:45 and
12:30), the data at the session closing (11:00 and 15:00), and the data during the system trouble
(from 9:22 to 10:55 on August 7, 2012) are excluded.

patterns should be considered in addition to the autocorrelation above.10
The pattern on a specific day is very diﬀerent from the averaged pattern above. To
give an example, we plot several market indicators of JGB Futures on April 4, 2013 in
Figure 8. On that day, the Bank of Japan announced its new policy at 13:40 (the blue
vertical line in the figures). We see that the number of trades and the trading volume
rose immediately after the announcement and the other liquidity indicators tended to
................................
10. Some specific peaks around 8:50, 10:10 and 12:45 are supposed to represent the macroeconomic indicator
announcements, the oﬀerings of the open market operations by the Bank of Japan, and the results of these
operations and the JGB auctions by the Ministry of Finance. Among these events we deal with only the
macroeconomic indicator announcements. Iwatsubo and Taishi (2016) provide a comprehensive study of the
oﬀerings of the open market operations.
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Figure 7 Intraday Pattern of the Liquidity Indicators

(continued on next page)
decrease around the announcement.11 In this paper, we first find the intraday pattern
and autocorrelation shown in Figure 7, then investigate whether the monetary policy
announcement invoked the liquidity indicator movements shown in Figure 8 with the
intraday pattern and autocorrelation controlled.

III. Analysis
A. Methodology
Andersen and Bollerslev (1998) and Andersen et al. (2007) show that the intraday
returns are aﬀected by both the intraday lagged terms and the surprises of events, and
the volatilities have the ARCH eﬀect. Neely (2011) models the intraday absolute return
as the sum of the intraday pattern terms, the daily GARCH term, the intraday lagged
................................
11. Some indicators such as the bid volume increased after the announcement. This shows more buying of orders,
supposedly invoked by the expectation of price increase under the new monetary policy.
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Figure 7 (continued)

Note: The vertical axes of all indicators except the absolute return are adjusted so that the upward
direction represents more liquidity; the vertical axis of the absolute return (not a liquidity indicator)
is adjusted so that the upward direction represents more value.

variable terms, and event dummies. According to these studies, the absolute return has
significant intraday pattern and autocorrelation.
The liquidity indicators are also expected to have the intraday pattern and the autocorrelation. In order to incorporate these eﬀects, we extend the regression equation by
Neely (2011) into the other liquidity indicators. We analyze the regression (1) in more
detail to capture intraday movement of a liquidity indicator.
qM

(βsin q sin qθt + βcos q cos qθt )
It = α + βsession Dumsession,t +
q=1

+ βÎd Iˆd(t) +

L

i=1

βI,i It−i + βEI DumEI,t + βMP DumMP,t +

N


β s, j |s j,t | + εt ,

(1)

j=1
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Figure 8 Liquidity Indicators on April 4, 2013

(continued on next page)
where I stands for a liquidity indicator (the eﬀective cost, the Amihud ILLIQ indicator,
the absolute return, etc.). Time t is an integer whose unit is five minutes. Constant α is
the intercept, and constants β are the regression coeﬃcients of the following explanatory variables. The last term εt is the error term.
Variables Dumsession,t and θt are introduced to represent intraday patterns. Variable
Dumsession,t is the session dummy; it is zero if time t belongs to the morning session
(8:50–10:55) and unity if to the afternoon session (12:35–14:55).12 As noted in section
II. A, the lunch break is an important, unique feature of the JGB futures market. For
incorporating the eﬀect entailed, we introduce the session dummy, which does not
appear in Neely (2011). Meanwhile, θt takes zero at the opening, π at the end of the
morning session and the beginning of the afternoon session, and 2π at the end of the
afternoon session, for each trading day. The trigonometric terms containing θt follow
................................
12. We ignore the evening session (15:30–23:30) since it is oﬀ-hours. The first and last observations during a
session are also removed, since the pattern during these periods is quite diﬀerent from the others.
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Figure 8 (continued)

Note: On this day the Bank of Japan introduced Quantitative and Qualitative Monetary Easing. The
vertical line corresponds to 13:40 (1:40 PM), at which time the policy was announced. The vertical
axes of liquidity indicators are adjusted so that the upward direction represents more liquidity; the
vertical axes of the others (the absolute return and the price) are adjusted so that the upward
direction represents more value.

the intraday pattern terms appearing in Neely (2011), while the value of θt is defined
diﬀerently due to the market close between sessions. We use q M = 4.13
Variable Iˆd(t) is the value of the daily prediction of the explained variable on the day
to which time t belongs. This prediction is based on the GARCH(1,1) model for the
absolute return, and on the AR(1) model for the other indicators; that is, the prediction
is based on the information for up to the previous day.14 This term controls the change
................................

13. We follow Neely (2011), which also uses qM = 4. In our case, this means that the trigonometric terms
represent the periodic movements whose cycle is longer than approximately one hour (since the trade time is
4:45). In the case of Neely (2011), this means a cycle longer than six hours (since the trade time is 24 hours).
These cycle hours are close to the length of L, which is one hour in our case (as discussed later) and five hours
in the case of Neely (2011).
14. Table 3 shows the best order p of the daily AR model based on the BIC, the R2 values of AR(1) model, and
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Table 3 Autoregression of Daily Liquidity Indicators

Note: The data are daily from November 21, 2011 to May 29, 2015, consisting of 864 days.
The evening session data are excluded.

of levels in lower frequency such as daily or weekly. Variable It−i is the explained
variable It lagged by i terms, i.e., the value of It at 5i minutes ago, for introducing
intraday autocorrelation.
Variable DumEI,t is the dummy variable representing the announcements of the
economic indicators (EI) listed in Table 4. All the announcements are merged to a
single series. If the announcement time belongs to the morning session, we set unity at
that time. If it is before the morning session, we set unity at 8:50, the first time period
considered during the day. We set zero otherwise. Variable DumMP,t is the dummy
variable representing the announcements of the monetary policy (MP) meetings; it
takes unity at the announcement time if it is during the session, and takes unity at
12:35 if it happens at the intersession time, and zero otherwise. The announcements
considered are listed in Table 5.15 Both DumEI,t and DumMP,t are the announcement
dummies, but the diﬀerence is that the time is known prior to announcement in the
case of DumEI,t , but not in the case of DumMP,t .16
Variable |s j,t | is the absolute value of the surprise of the announcement of the j-th
economic indicator EI j ( j = 1, . . . , N) at time t. The EI j considered are listed in Table 4,
where eleven economic indicators are shown (N = 11). We follow Balduzzi, Elton, and
Green (2001) in the definition of s j,t ; that is, the released “surprise” (diﬀerence between
..........................................................................................................................................
the R2 values of AR(p). Since the most of the explanatory power comes from the AR(1) term, we use the
AR(1) model for simplicity.
15. The announcements listed in Table 5 include both those as for policy changes and those announcing no
changes. It is possible to restrict these announcements to the former for the reason that no change conveys no
information. However, in some meetings, there is an expectation of policy changes, and the announcement
of no change conveys important information in such a case. For this reason we list all the regular monetary
policy meetings here.
16. Although the MP result is announced in the afternoon on the scheduled day listed in Table 5, the exact time is
unknown prior to the announcement.
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Table 4 Macroeconomic Indicator Announcements Considered

Note: The actual data are downloaded from the institution listed in “Source” column. The forecasts
are downloaded from Bloomberg. Columns in “Stats.” are the number of observations and the
average of the original series. Columns in “Surprises” are the average of the difference between
the actual value and the forecast value and the standard deviation. The surprise defined in this
paper is the difference between the actual value and the forecast value divided by its standard
deviation.

the released value and the forecast value) is scaled to unit variance. Similar to DumEI,t ,
s j,t can take the surprise value at the announcement time of EI j if it is during the session
or at 8:50 if it is before the morning session, and zero otherwise; however, in contrast to
DumEI,t , the actual value of surprise |s j,t | is unknown prior to its announcement, while
its time is known. We downloaded the forecast values from Bloomberg and the actual
values from the sources listed in Table 4.
B. Intraday Pattern Analysis
Prior to event analysis, we analyze the intraday patterns and the autocorrelation in the
liquidity indicators considered, utilizing regression equation (1). For that purpose we
first set the coeﬃcients of EI announcements, MP announcements and EI surprises to
zero (βEI = βMP = β s, j = 0). Table 6 shows the p-value of the Ljung–Box test for
the errors for the cases the order of lagged terms L = 12 (up to one hour ago) and
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Table 5 Monetary Policy Announcements Considered

Note: Regular meetings. Times are taken from Bank of Japan website.

L = 24 (two hours ago).17 In the five indicators (the eﬀective cost, the ask volume,
the bid volume, the liquidity index, and the trade volume), the null hypothesis of no
autocorrelation cannot be rejected at the 5% significance level for 12 lags, while in the
remaining six (the bid-ask spread, the low quote seconds, the Amihud ILLIQ, the number of trades, the volume per trade, and the absolute return) the null is rejected even
for 24 lags.18 Table 6 also shows the values of the model’s R2 (the coeﬃcient of determination), the Akaike and Bayesian information criteria (AIC and BIC); according to
the AIC or the BIC, L = 24 seems desirable. However, since the length of each session
is 27 lags (in morning session, corresponding to 2:15) or 30 lags (afternoon session,
2:30), models with higher lags include the more eﬀect of the previous session, which
we want to separate from the eﬀects of the session dummy Dumsession,t and the daily
prediction Iˆd(t) . Therefore, we adopt L = 12 hereafter for simplification, in which the
R2 values are about the same as those for L = 24.
The values of α and β for the case L = 12 are shown in Table 7. It is observed
that βÎd (the coeﬃcient of daily prediction) and βI,1 (the coeﬃcient of first-order lag
term) are significant for all the cases, suggesting that the liquidity terms have strong
autocorrelation. The lagged terms of higher orders are also significant, reinforcing
the existence of autocorrelation. Regarding the trigonometric terms (βsin q and βcos q ),
many of them are significant, showing that the intraday pattern exists. The coeﬃcient
................................

17. We also tested the cases L = 0, 1, and 6, although we omitted the values for these cases since 12 or more lags
seem necessary from the following discussion.
18. As for these indicators, it is observed that the autocorrelation of the error terms does not decrease as rapidly
as the exponential function; in the case of the absolute return this is consistent with the long memory eﬀect
(Andersen et al., 2001, 2003), which needs to be investigated further in future work.
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Table 6 Model Selection (L=12 and 24)

of determination for each component in equation (1) is tabulated in Table 8, including
those based on the event analysis described below. The lagged explained variables,
followed by the daily predictions, have the largest explanatory powers for most of the
liquidity indicators. We need to remove these dominant eﬀects in order to consider the
following event analysis.
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Table 7 Regression Coefficients (for Pattern and Autocorrelation Terms)

(continued on next page)
C. Event Analysis
Next we consider βEI , βMP , and β s, j ; that is, the eﬀect of economic indicator (EI) monetary policy (MP) announcements and EI surprises. Table 9 shows the values of βEI and
βMP and Table 10 β s, j , omitting α and the other β. For cases for which the regression
coeﬃcient is significant at the 10% level except the case for the absolute return, the direction of the eﬀect on the liquidity is shown by the plus (+) or minus (−) signs inside
the parentheses; for the case of absolute return, the significance is shown by an asterisk
(*). No sign in parentheses or asterisk means that the coeﬃcient is insignificant.
As for βEI , six out of 11 coeﬃcients are significant, and the five signs (that is, five
significant cases except absolute return) are all negative, showing the lowered liquidity
after EI announcements. Among the five, three are classified as volume (number of
trades, trade volume, and volume per trade). The other two are the ask volume and
the liquidity index, which are depth and resiliency indicators but are also defined by
the volumes in quotes. As for the absolute return, its coeﬃcient is significant, and its
negative value indicates less volatility after EI announcements. Meanwhile, the other
indicators are not significant in relation to EI announcements.
As for βMP , seven out of 11 coeﬃcients are significant. The signs of the tightness
(bid-ask volume and eﬀective cost), depth (low quote seconds), and resiliency (liquidity index) are negative, as with the case of βEI . In contrast, the signs of the volume
indicators (number of trades and trade volume) are positive, showing more liquidity
after MP announcements. In addition, the positive value of absolute returns for βMP
shows more volatility after MP announcements, in contrast to βEI . The signs of the
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Table 7 (continued)

Note: The regression model is specified by equation (1). Event variables (DumEI,t , DumMP,t , and |s j,t |)
are not considered here.

tightness, depth, and resiliency indicators in both cases are consistent with the notion
that the event announcements generally decrease the liquidity. On the other hand, the
opposite signs of the volume indicators and the absolute return suggest the necessity of
further consideration.
According to the discussion by Kim and Verrecchia (1994), the trade volume is expected to decrease immediately after the announcement since traders need time to interpret the information in the announcement, then to increase due to the traders starting
trades under the new information. They also predict that following these traders’ reactions to new information, the volatility decreases immediately after the announcement,
then increases. Comparing their predictions with our analysis, the reaction immediately after the announcement seems to correspond to the case of βEI , and the reaction
after information processing seems to correspond to the case of βMP . In the case of EI
announcements, the new information entailed by the announcement is separated into
the surprise (β s, j or s j,t ). Bringing no information, an EI announcement is not followed by the reaction due to information processing, entailing the reaction right after
announcement only, which is as observed. On the other hand, in the case of MP announcements, βMP (DumMP,t ) mainly indicates the reaction after information processing because the surprise is not separated in the regression.19 Bringing new information,
an MP announcement is followed by the opposite reactions proposed by Kim and Ver................................
19. We cannot quantify the surprise because recent monetary policy changes include expansions of policy tools.
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Table 8 Coefficients of Determination of Model Components

Note: The values in the table show the values of the coefficients of determination (R2 , except Column
“# of vars.”; this column shows the numbers of explanatory variables). The values in the “All
variables” row show the coefficient of determination in the case that all explanatory variables in
equation (1) are considered. The values below show the coefficient of determination in the case
that only the leftmost explanatory variables are considered.

Table 9 Regression Coefficients (βEI and βMP for Announcement Dummies)

Note: For the indicators except the absolute return, the sign in parentheses shows that the coefficient
is significant with 10% level, and that the direction is positive (+) or negative (−) for the liquidity.
For an absolute return, the (∗ ) signs show the coefficient is significant with 10% level.

recchia (1994). Since the time resolution is five-minutely, however, a combination of
these opposite reactions can be observed in our analysis. With more frequent resolutions, it is possible that the reaction immediately after the announcement predicted by
Kim and Verrecchia (1994) is also observed in the case of βMP .
As for β s, j , it is easily observed that the signs in the volume indicators are all
positive and that the coeﬃcients of the absolute return are mostly positive (5 out of 7
significant cases), showing more volume and volatility after surprise. These reactions
are the same as the case after traders’ information processing proposed by Kim and
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Table 10 Regression Coefficients (βs, j for Macroeconomic Indicator Surprises)

Note: For the indicators except the absolute return, the sign in parentheses shows that the coefficient
is significant with 10% level, and that the direction is positive (+) or negative (−) for the liquidity.
For an absolute return, the (∗ ) signs show the coefficient is significant with 10% level.

Verrecchia (1994), consistent with the fact that surprises convey new information. As
for the other seven liquidity indicators classified into tightness, depth and resiliency
categories, the number of the significantly non-zero β s, j is 9, about 12% of all cases.
Among these, 7 coeﬃcients are in the direction of lowering liquidity. Therefore, while
weaker than its announcement, an EI surprise has the eﬀect of lowering liquidity.
Combined with the significance of βEI , βMP , and β s, j , it seems fair to conclude that
the tightness, depth, and resiliency indicators decrease after an EI announcement, a
MP announcement, and an EI surprise. The volume indicators decrease after an EI
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Table 11 Correlation Coefficients between Error Terms

Note: The correlation coefficients are shown for the case that all the explanatory variables in equation (1)
are included in the regression. The signs are adjusted so that positive correlation indicates the
same direction of liquidity except those regarding an absolute return.

announcement, but increase if the EI announcement is surprising, and always increase
after an MP announcement. Table 11 shows the correlation coeﬃcients of the error
terms in equation (1), in which the signs are adjusted so that the positive value means
the same direction of the liquidity. The table shows that the correlations are generally
weak, indicating the multitude of determinants of liquidity indicators. Some exceptions
are those between the absolute return and the number of trades, between the absolute
return and the trade volume, and between the number of trades and the trade volume.
The first two can be explained by the relation between the volatility (the daily version
of the absolute return) and the trade volume documented in the previous studies such
as Kim and Verrecchia (1994), and the last one is the expected relation.
D. Persistence of Market Liquidity
Kurosaki et al. (2015) point out that, by utilizing the vector autoregressive model incorporating the price changes and the volumes of trades and limit orders, the recovery
speed of the JGB futures order book has been declining since 2012.20 Through this
slowdown of recovery speed, the more frequent jumps in the tightness and depth indicators indicated by BIS (2016) may have a considerable impact on liquidity. In this
paper, we statistically detect and confirm whether the speed has declined, and in which
indicator we can observe the decline.
First, we applied the statistical detection method of breakpoints. Assuming that
coeﬃcient parameters in equation (1) change a finite number of times at breakpoints,
we detect the breakpoints minimizing the residuals square sum. Following Yao (1988)
and Bai and Perron (2003), we determine the number of the breakpoints on the basis of
the BIC.21 If there are m breakpoints, then there are (m + 1) subperiods. Utilizing the
method of partial optimization by Bai and Perron (2003), we allow structural changes
................................
20. This speed is usually referred to as the resiliency in the studies of limit order book (Large, 2007), while Kyle
(1985) use the word for the price recovery speed. In this paper we follow Kyle (1985) for the definition of the
word, and represent the order book recovery speed by the concept of persistence in the following discussion,
for distinction purpose.
21. We also tried to determine m by the sup F type test proposed by Bai and Perron (1998), and obtained more
breakpoints in addition to those by the BIC. In order to avoid detecting too many breakpoints, we use the BIC.
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Table 12 Breakpoints of Intraday Patterns

Note: The regression model is specified by equation (1) except that event variables (DumEI,t , DumMP,t ,
and |s j,t |) are excluded. The coefficient of intraday lag terms (βI,−i ) are assumed to change at the
breakpoints, and the other coefficients are fixed. We follow Yao (1988) and Bai and Perron (2003)
to find breakpoints, restricting the candidates of the breakpoints to the beginning of the month.

only in the coeﬃcients of the intraday lag eﬀect (βI,i ) and the intercept α in equation (1);
the other pattern coeﬃcients (βsession, βsin q , βcos q , and βÎd ) are assumed to be fixed
across the whole period and the coeﬃcient of event analysis (βEI , βMP , and β s, j ) to
be zero. In addition, to reduce the number of breakpoints, we limit the candidates
of breakpoints only to the beginning of the month. Consequently, we obtained the
subperiods tabulated in Table 12.22
................................

22. In addition, we tried the case allowing other pattern coeﬃcients (βsession , βsin q , βcos q , and βIˆd ) to change at
the breakpoints, and obtained subperiods similar to those in Table 12. Furthermore, fixing the breakpoints
shown in Table 12, we applied the F-test to compare the model where the other pattern coeﬃcients can also
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Next, we measure the persistence of shock. Supposing a unit shock occurs at time
t = 0, we compute the shock remaining at time t based on equation (1). Using this
remaining shock, we measure the half-life, the time elapsed until a unit shock decays
to half, also tabulated in and Bai and Perron (2003).23 The values of the half-lives range
from 2.33 minutes (in the absolute return from 2013/7 to 2014/10) to 19.09 minutes (in
the low quote seconds from 2013/4 to 2013/6). If the half-life is 18 minutes, then
it takes about an hour for a unit shock to decay to 0.1, suggesting that an intraday
shock remains within the session (about two hours) in which the shock occurs. These
values seem short, but are much longer than the length from 9:33 to 9:45 a.m. EDT
on October 15, 2014, during which a sudden price surge and liquidity depletion were
observed in the U.S. Treasury market (U.S. Department of the Treasury et al., 2015),
suggesting that a similar event in the JGB market would have a considerable impact on
the liquidity.
We also plot the chart of the half-lives in Figure 9. In the tightness and depth
indicators and the absolute return, the half-life increased around April 2013, on which
day the Bank of Japan introduced quantitative and qualitative monetary easing. In the
absolute return, the half-life decreased in one month to the level before April 2013,
showing that increased persistence in the month is only temporary. In the tightness
indicators and the low quote seconds, the half-lives also decreased in two or three
months, and then stayed higher than before 2013, showing not only the temporary
eﬀect but also the long-term tendency of increasing persistence. In the ask volume and
bid volume, the half-lives increased not only in April 2013 but also in later months,
showing that the increasing persistence is not specific to April 2013 but is a general
tendency during the period. These results show the slower recovery from the shock of
liquidity measured in these liquidity indicators, suggesting more vulnerability of the
market against a shock even if no change of liquidity level is supposed.24

IV. Conclusion
This paper contributes to providing a basis for the discussion about intraday market
liquidity movement of the JGB futures. First, we compare various kinds of liquidity
indicators within the four categories: tightness, depth, resiliency, and volume, extending these indicators into an intraday basis. Second, confirming the significance of the
intraday pattern and autocorrelation within these liquidity indicators, we estimate the
eﬀect on the liquidity evoked by the economic indicator announcements, economic indicator surprises, and monetary policy announcements. As for the tightness, depth and
..........................................................................................................................................

change and the model where only βI,i can change, and obtained the result that the other pattern coeﬃcients
can also change. Therefore, it is expected that the intraday pattern has also changed during the observation
period. Since we focus on the change of persistence in the following discussion, however, we show only the
model where only βI,i can change.
23. To compute the half-life, we use the linear regression in which the variable explained is the log of the remaining shock and the explanatory variable is the time elapsed from t = 1 (5 min.) to 12 (60 min.). To capture the
non-exponential element of the remaining shock, we also analyze the details of the remaining shock around
one hour. The results are almost the same as those of the half-lives.
24. Note that the volume indicators show no evident changes of half-lives. As for the resiliency indicators, two
indicators show mixed directions around April 2013, suggesting no clear tendency of persistence change in
the resiliency indicators as a whole.
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Figure 9 Half-life of Unit Shock

Note: The remaining shocks are computed by equation (1) under the assumption of a unit shock at time
0. The breakpoints are detected by the method by Yao (1988) and Bai and Perron (2003).
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resiliency indicators, these events always lower liquidity. The eﬀect on the volume
indicators and the absolute return depends on the new information. Finally, we detect
the structural changes of the model by statistical means, suggesting not a temporary
increase of the liquidity shock persistence around April 2013 but also a tendency of the
persistence to increase over the long term.
What brings the breakpoints detected during the analysis period is not fully investigated in this paper; whereas that around April 2013 can be related to the monetary
policy. The expanding algo-trades and developing post-crisis financial regulation on
arbitrage trading may cause the other breakpoints, which need to be investigated. The
relation of the liquidity of the futures with that of the underlying assets, that is, the
JGB cash bonds, is also an important issue not covered in this paper. The liquidity
indicators such as price impact remain to be investigated further. Studying other types
of announcements including open market operation would also be interesting.
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